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Revisit and Review

Let’s practise Sam’s Sounds and Sight Words!
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Teach

Today, we are learning to read and write words that contain 
ue saying /yoo/ and ue saying /oo/.
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Let’s practise reading some of this week’s 
focus words and sight words

Teach
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Now, let’s write them with the magic pencil…

Teach
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Play

Teach
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Teach
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Teach

When Mike and Sue eventually cut the cake, Ben was too full to 
have any! It was late and all three of the children were really 
tired. It was way past their usual bedtime.
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Teach

Ben loosened his tie and Curtis copied him. “Time to relax,” said Ben.
“Me too!” exclaimed Curtis. 
“My feet are sore. I am going to take my shoes off,” added Sam.
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Mike’s Speech
Practise

The three children sat slumped on the floor while Mike got on the stage to 
thank all of the guests for coming. 

Read his speech and work out what the missing words are.
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Practise

Su

e

man

y ven

ue

tru

e

Check

___ and I are delighted so 

___ people are with 

us tonight.

We hope you like this 

wonderful ___.

You are all ___ friends.

Thank you!

Sue and I are delighted so 

many people are with 

us tonight.

We hope you like this 

wonderful venue.

You are all true friends.

Thank you!
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“Kids, it is time to head home now,” said Mum. 
“I see you are all chilling… ties off and shoes, too!” Dad laughed.
“I have no clue how we are going to get them to the car. 
They are both nearly asleep!” said Mum. Ben and Sam yawned.
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Apply

After Mum and Dad had helped them get up, they said goodbye to 
many of the guests. Once in the car, Ben and Sam soon nodded off 
to sleep. Mum turned around and looked at them. She laughed 
when she noticed the wedding present was still on the back seat 
between them. 
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Apply

The next morning, the family were all in the kitchen talking about 
last night’s fun. Mum looked at the children and said, “Let’s make 
a special book to give to Sue and Mike about their wedding.”
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Apply

Wedding Fun!

A Let’s Write Together! Book
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Apply

We all looked smart for Sue and Mike’s 

wedding. When we got to the venue, many 

people were not there yet.

Show
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Apply

We went into the garden and looked at all of 

the statues. 

There were loads of them. 

Show
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Apply

Show

We met Curtis, who is Sue’s stepson. He looked 

a bit like Ben as he had a blue tie on too.
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Apply

Show

We had fun in the garden hiding behind the 

statues. Then the band sang lots of jazz songs 

and people jived to them.
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Apply

Show

We ate and jived so much that we were worn 

out! Dad laughed at us chilling without our ties 

on.
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Apply

Show

On our way home, Mum laughed when she 

spotted the wedding present between us. We 

forgot to bring it from the car into the venue.
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Apply

“What a lovely book!” said Mum. “We can give it to Sue and Mike 
with their wedding present.” 
“Oh yes, of course!” said Ben and they all laughed.
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Today, we have written 
sentences to write a 

book together.
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Mini Book Printing Instructions

Instructions 

1. Print double-sided, ensure that the pictures on both sides are both up the correct way.  

2. Cut the page widthwise along the solid line. 

3. Layer the pages together, ensuring that the numbers at the top of each page are in order. 

4. Fold lengthwise along the dotted line and staple together.
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Wedding Fun!

Join Ben and Sam at Sue’s wedding  

for lots of fun and dancing.

7

We had fun in the garden hiding 

behind the statues. Then the band 

sang lots of jazz songs and people 

jived to them. 

4

Wedding Fun!

A ‘Let’s Read Together!’ Book

We met Curtis, who is Sue’s 

stepson. He looked a bit like Ben  

as he had a blue tie on too.

3
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We all looked smart for  

Sue and Mike’s wedding.  

When we got to the venue,  

many people were not there yet.

1

We went into the garden and 

looked at all of the statues.  

There were loads of them!

2

On our way home, Mum laughed 

when she spotted the wedding 

present between us. We forgot 

to bring it from the car into 

the venue!

6

We ate and jived so much that 

we were worn out! Dad laughed 

at us chilling without our ties on.

5
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Wedding Fun!

Join Ben and Sam at Sue’s wedding  

for lots of fun and dancing.

7
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Wedding Fun!

A ‘Let’s Write Together!’ Book
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